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Healthy life is this way.



WHAT IS THE CLS SYSTEM�

The CLS system, created by OTRICA, breaks down oxygen 
into its atoms it's a system that converts it into ozone. CLS 
technology is not just hardware. CLS was developed with 
software by OTRICA engineers. In this way, OTRICA devices are
 located in the area where you are and the person inside 
automatically produce the required amount of ozone according
to the number it's setting it up.



WHY, OTRICA OZONE DEVICES�
  
  OTRICA is a device created by its own engineers. Viruses, bacteria, 
mites, bad smell, etc. disinfecting unwanted and it is the first ozone 
device in the world that can be used in areas where there are people. 
In areas where there are people, within the criteria set by the FDA, 
a virus that automatically generates ozone according to the area in which 
it is located and the number of people and disinfects bacteria.

WHERE AVAILABLE OTRICA?

  OTRICA, in all enclosed spaces where people coexist usable. 
Home, Office, hospital, public transport (bus, minibus, subway, 
car, etc.), people such as sports fields, shopping malls, public 
areas it destroys viruses and bacteria in all closed areas. 
Ozone is a virus on all surfaces where air comes into contact 
because it is spread by air, bacteria, mites, etc. İt also destroys 
the undesirables.

BENEFITS OF OZONE

   Ozone gas blood circulation, allergens, skin strengthening, open 
wounds disinfection, dental treatment, blood renewal procedures, 
food sector, it is used in many areas such as livestock sector. Viruses and
bacteria on open foods such as vegetables and fruits are very short it can 
disinfect in a period of time. Smells of moisture in homes, our animal 
friends don't have the smells and smells of food at home references 
Average 30 minutes due to ozone gas characteristic structure then a fresh
air quality in the environment as it returns to pure oxygen 
references. 



OTRICA WHAT IS IT?

   OTRICA, according to the area where it is located and the number 
of people in the health criteria it is the first ozone device in the world 
to produce ozone. OTRICA the virus in the environment, bacteria, mold, 
bad smell, smoke, such as the environment by eliminating unwanted 
ozone production at a level that does not harm humans and pets it is a 
system that performs.
   OTRICA with 4 different modes, the area where it is located and the 
person inside how much ozone should be produced automatically 
according to the amount accounts and works. Device or WIFI through its 
touch screen all settings by connecting via mobile phone or computer 
you can easily do so. Such as ambient air quality and ozone content 
with OSC devices you can keep the values under constant control. 
OSC devices are connected OTRICA can automatically start its devices 
and thus in the environment continuous control can be provided.
   The area you are in is m² and the number of people inside when you 
enter, the device works according to these values. Priority of otrica, 
human it is to disinfect the environment without harming its health.
Beauty Mode: by producing an amount of ozone that will be good for 
your skin, creates a better quality air in the environment.
Sea Mode: the production of ozone in the amount found on the shores 
of the Sea by performing, it creates a better quality air in the environment.
Forest Mode: ozone production in woodland areas by performing, it creates 
a better quality and fresh air in the environment.
Hygiene Mode: the area where it is located, the shortest without harming 
human health it produces enough ozone to disinfect in time.

Beauty Mode Max 0.005 ppm, 
Sea Mode Max 0.010 ppm, 
Forest Mode Max 0.015 ppm,
Hygiene Mode produces ozone at max 0.050 ppm.



OSC DEVICE

  OSC VH-120SR ambient air quality, ozone amount, heat and humidity 
automatic operation of the otrica ozone device according to its condition 
provides air quality and ozone measurement device. OSC VH-120SR 
wall mount produced as and by measuring ozone, carbon dioxide, 
moisture and heat in the environment OTRICA allows its devices to 
produce the necessary amount of ozone.



Beauty Mode (Max 0.005 ppm)
Sea Mode (Max 0.010 ppm)

Forest Mode (Max 0.015 ppm)
Hygiene Mode (Max 0.050 ppm)

WI-FI
Max. For 500 m² area

OSC VH-120SR
Dual Screen

Touch 5 " Screen
5 " Information Display
Use In Manned Areas

Different Color Options

Beauty Mode (Max 0.005 ppm)
Sea Mode (Max 0.010 ppm)

Forest Mode (Max 0.015 ppm)
Hygiene Mode (Max 0.050 ppm)

WI-FI
Max. For 200 m² area

OSC VH-120SR (optional)
Touch 5" Screen

Use In Manned Areas
Different Color Options
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